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and although there are models that attempt to
guide us, there is at the moment no theory that
can completely account for the way in which
people cope with loss.3 Grief in medical settings
has shown to be even more complicated as it is
often postponed and/or repressed and shows a
fluctuation between the experiencing of the grief
and the avoidance of the grief.4 Additionally, there
are various ways in which loss is experienced by
health professionals; these experiences include
loss of a close relationship with a patient; loss due
to a professional’s identification with the pain of
family members; loss of one’s unmet goals and
expectations and one’s professional self – image
and role; losses related to one’s personal system
of beliefs and assumptions about life; unresolved
losses or anticipated future losses; and the fear
of the death of the self.5 To further complicate
the process, grieving in health settings requires
an acknowledgement that the whole system is
experiencing grief simultaneously, making the
collective culture a determinant player in how the
grief can be processed.6
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Abstract
Being a caregiver can be an emotionally
challenging and stressful job. Doctors, nurses,
hospital staff and families are often burdened by
the depletion of internal and external resources as
they take care of others. In many cases burnout is
related to unprocessed grief and lack of awareness
of the importance of self-care.1,2
Grief is understood as the various emotional,
physiological, cognitive, and behavioral reactions
to loss; it follows a similar process in which people
endure a period of sorrow, numbness, and even
guilt or anger, followed by a gradual fading of
these feelings as the person accepts the loss and
moves forward.1 It appears that grief resembles
a movement from life, into death and back to
life again. But, each experience of grief is unique
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How healthcare professionals manage their grief
has become an important area of research as
grief can lead to burn out which affects health
outcomes.3, 6, 7 Studies show that unacknowledged
grief can affect treatment decisions, cause
distraction, inattentiveness, impatience, irritability,
emotional exhaustion and burnout.1 To address this
burnout, it becomes necessary to generate avenues
to support and develop self-care protocols and
practices so that health professionals can identify
the needs present during grief which include: rest,
relaxation, nourishment, a sense of security, trust,
hope in the future and humour.8 Another aspect
that needs to be highlighted is the importance of
the persistence of hope through the suffering of
grief, and how the experience of hope can increase
confidence in physicians.9
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Art therapy possesses unique characteristics that
facilitate grief work as it serves a dual-purpose
during grief: it firstly provides a way to alleviate and
contain feelings of fear, crisis and threat while at the
same time it honours the experience or the person
that was lost.10 The focus is on doing rather than
talking which helps alleviate the stigma; through art
therapy caregivers develop the ability to explore a
different way to connect to others and to their own
inner world, improving self-awareness and decision
making10. Art can also be a vehicle that reshapes
grief, a way to transition loss and fear into hope and
possibility helping in the creation of meaning,11 the
rebalancing of the brain and the re-construction
of attachments.12 Ultimately, in art therapy we
have the opportunity to recognize and value the
transpersonal aspects of art making in the time of
mourning and to acknowledge important cultural
factors that aid in the processing of the grief.13,14
Finally, in terms of self-care, art therapy provides
a new language to safely express worry and
creatively release stress; and self-care is an ethical
responsibility health professionals have with their
clients and with themselves.15
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